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ABSTRACT: Bioinformatics refers to the study of script of life which begins with DNA. DNA holds
genetic information and consists of thousands of genes. Genes are typically recognized by the process
in which different signals and content recognizers are crafted that predict the likely locations of start,
splice, and stop sites along with exonic and intronic regions etc. The performance of gene prediction
program depends on accurate splice site prediction. Splice sites flank the boundaries of exons. A
method of splice site detection must be based on thorough understanding of eukaryotic splicing
process. Many techniques have been used for splice site detection. In this review, we present a general
overview of few conventional and soft computing techniques for splice site prediction and
implementation details of each method in DNA sequence.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the major challenges in bioinformatics is to identify genes from DNA sequence (Baldi and Brunak,
1998; Campbell and Heyer, 2004). In such a scenario, accurate, appropriate and speedy tools to analyze these
sequences are required. During the past decade various methods for gene prediction were evolved. Gene
prediction method determines the likely locations of start/splice/ stop sites, and exonic/intronic regions etc.
One of the important tasks of gene prediction is splice site detection. It is mandatory for splice prediction to
distinguish the junctions as ‗intron-exon (IE)‘ or ‗exon-intron (EI)‘ in a given DNA sequence. Gene prediction
methods are discussed in detail (Maji and Garg, 2013). There are various conventional/traditional techniques of
splice site prediction like decision trees (Patterson et al., 2002), dynamic programming (Snyder and Stormo,
1993) and hidden Markov model (Ho and Rajapakse, 2003; Hu et al., 2000; Yin and Wang, 2001). The
popularity of soft computing techniques has increased these days. Soft computing techniques are good for
splice site prediction as they tackle partial truth, imprecision, and robustness. There are number of soft
computing techniques like genetic algorithms (Awadalla et al., 2005), neural networks (Ogura et al., 1997), and
SVM (Support Vector Machine) as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

List of various Conventional/Computational Splicing methods for gene prediction.
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RELATED WORK
In 2001 GeneSplicer, a new flexible tool for detecting splice site was used to improve the accuracy as it
combines markov modeling techniques with maximum dependence decomposition[MDD] ( Pertea et al., 2001).
Loi and Rajapakse in 2002 designed a novel machine learning approach for detecting splice site location in
DNA sequence. This method was hybrid of neural networks and a Markov model where parameters of the
Markov model were given to neural networks. The model is trained using a back propagation algorithm. Lorena
et al. (2002) investigated the effects of noisy data on splice junction recognition and proposed a hybridized
model which used decision trees and support vector machines. Followed by the hybrid approach by Loi and
Rajapakse (2002), and Lorena et al. (2002), a new method called Increment Of Diversity With Quadratic
Discriminant Analysis Method [IDQD] was proposed by Zhang and Luo (2003). This came into existence for
studying the splicing sites and prediction of exons and introns. In human splice junction identification, Lorena
and Carvalho (2003), introduced the concept of multiclass Support Vector Machines [SVM‘s] with bagging
which employed two methods one called one-against-all and other is known as all-against-all. The method
proposed earlier in 2002 is now modified by Lorena and Carvalho (2004), as in this work five techniques were
studied. In preprocessing three techniques Edited Nearest Neighbor [ENN], repeated Edited Nearest Neighbor
[RENN], and ALLkNN (All k Nearest Neighbor) were used. For learning Process, Decision Trees [DT] and
SVM were used. During the same year, four other methods were proposed but with different techniques to
enhance the splicing process. Firstly NetUTR (Eden and Brunak, 2004) method was presented which is based
on neural network training scheme. Then in the second method, new technique based on feature ranking was
derived to predict splice site with the help of the estimated distribution of the algorithm (Saeys et al., 2004a).
This feature ranking is used to iteratively discard features. Third method introduced SpliceMachine (Degroeve
et al., 2004), a new splice site prediction tool which was computationally fast. And the fourth one was based on
Feature selection techniques (Saeys et al., 2004b) which are required to minimize the dimensions of dataset. It
also enhanced the classification performance. A novel method based on hypernetwork architecture (Jose et al.,
2005) was introduced which outperformed leading splice recognition systems for finding DNA splice sites. This
method is known as HyperExon system. After HyperExon Sytem a new tool called SpliceScan was invented by
Churbanov et al. (2006) which used Bayesian SS sensor based on oligonucleotide counting. Simultaneously,
Baten et al. (2006) proposed a new method which works in two stages and in which the 1st order Markov model
[MM1] was required for the prior stage followed by the second stage in which SVM having polynomial kernel
was used. There were various formulas for implementing SVM so a new method called Support Vector
Machines with weighted degree kernel were applied in accurate splice site detection by Sonnenburg et al.
(2007). Till then an interactive approach was missing which is overcome by new web-based tool called
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SplicePort ( Dogan et al., 2007) that enabled interactive feature of browsing and visualization through which
user can access a rich catalog of features for detecting splice sites. In search for superior performance than
SVM, a novel approach based on discrete wavelet transform was developed by Liu et al. (2008), which used
accurate splice sites identification algorithms. After this a hybrid algorithm relevant to state of the art combines
several informative and effective input features along with SVM was designed by Baten et al. (2008). To trace
out whether the mutation effects on splicing signals, a new Position Weight Matrices by Desmet et al. (2009)
was introduced, and was also known as Human Splicing Finder (HSF). Human Splice Finder was based on
information theory and was used for finding splicing motifs in any human DNA sequence. In HSF the
nucleotides frequencies at each position was calculated using a weight matrix model. In 2010, nearly four more
accurate and efficient methods were introduced. The first one was based on comprehensive information (Wang
et al., 2010 ) for identifying splice sites, followed by the second method called length-variable Markov model (
Zhang et al., 2010) and third one was related to association analysis ( Kerdprasop and Kerdprasop, 2010).
Association mining is unsupervised learning task that has been successfully applied to the marketing and
business applications. The fourth one was proposed by Malousi et al. (2010) to combine discriminative
computational with probabilistic modeling a hybrid method called Splice Identification Technique [SpliceIT]. A
hybrid model for machine learning called Neural network tree [NNTree] by Hayashi and Zhao (2011) was used
for structural learning. NNTree(s) were more accurate as compared to standard decision trees [DT‘s]. After this
a novel classification model (Li et al.,2012) was constructed in which Homo sapiens splice site dataset was used
and it also included SVM with the preselected features. The cross-validation accuracies with enhanced
techniques were used for training sets with true and false splice junctions. A state-of-the-art, machine learning
approach called averaged one-dependence estimators by Htike and Win (2013) was introduced to handle the
problem of recognizing a vital class of genetic sequences known as eukaryotic splice sites. In the same year a
Splice Site Prediction in DNA Sequences based on Probabilistic Neural Network was proposed by Nassa et al. (2013b). This
method was used for detecting splice junctions by implementing generalized regression neural network. A new
effective DNA encoding method for feature extraction which could provide more information of DNA sequence
was proposed by Golam Bari et al. (2014). In this encoding method density information of each nucleotide
along with its positional information and chemical property was provided. A transfer learning approach based
upon K-means for splice junction recognition was proposed by Giannoulis et al. (2014). In this different
representations for the secondary structure sequences, based on n-gram graphs was used. Followed by an
efficient method, MM2F-SVM (Maji and Garg et al., 2014) was proposed which consists of three stages – First
stage, consists of second order Markov Model [MM2] for feature extraction; the second stage proposed
principal feature analysis [PFA], for feature selection; and the third stage uses support vector machine (SVM)
with Gaussian kernel for final classification. Another predictor called ―iSS-PseDNC‖ was also introduced for
identifying splice junctions by Chen et al. (2014).The basic drawback of all these methods is that they are either
working on 60bp (base pair) or 140bp and not exceeding that. The further scope of research in this direction is
to increase the length of base pairs with less computational cost and time.
HARD / CONVENTIONAL COMPUTING TECHNIQUES
(a) Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
The statistical model known as Hidden Markov Model [HMM] has finite number of states. In HMM,
probability distribution is associated with each state. A good HMM can accurately simulate the source
environment and produce observed data for the real world. In this, first stage consists of hidden state in which
state probabilities and transition probabilities are used and second stage produces emissions observable at every
moment as suggested by Kouemou (2011). The strand of DNA which can be segmented into homogeneous
regions is use to identify the specific functions of the DNA. By using HMM it can be determined that which
parts of the strand belong to which segments by matching segments to hidden states. The HMM(s) were first
discussed by Baum and Petrie (1966) and after that they were applied in a various fields such as speech
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recognition (Roberts and Ephraim, 2000), hand-writing identification (Hu et al., 1996), signal processing
(Thoraval et al., 1994), bioinformatics (Yada et al., 1999), climatology (Bellone et al., 2000), etc. Maximum
biological data has variable length so HMM(s) are more successful because they can naturally accommodate
uneven length models of sequence (Birney, 2001; Karplus et al., 2003). They are used for motif finding (Bucher
et al., 1996), multiple sequence alignment (Sonnhammer et al., 1998) and identification of protein structure (Di
Francesco et al., 1999). Few examples of the HMM based gene prediction tools are Genscan (Burge and Karlin,
1997), and HMMGene (Krogh, 1997). Gene prediction can be done through HMM (Maji and Garg, 2012). The
HMMs are the easy to use because very small training sets are required for their implementations. The main
drawbacks of HMM(s) is their greater computational cost.
Figure 2 Step by step Implementation of Hidden Markov Model [HMM] on DNA Sequence for Splice site
Prediction.

There are several states of HMM in gene identification such as exons, introns, promoter regions, intergenic
regions, and 5‘ and 3‘ UTRs etc. Two types of probabilities are involved in HMM. First are the emission
probabilities for generating observations and second are transition probabilities. Each state has transition
probabilities to change or move to the next state. The transition probability to change an exon to an intron
usually depends on the local DNA sequence such that it is high only at plausible splice sites. The outcome of
HMM is a DNA sequence, which has visibility in any particular state (Maji and Garg, 2013). The term ―hidden‖
in HMM(s) means DNA sequence is directly visible, and the state that is responsible for generating the DNA
sequence like exon, intron, is not visible. But each state has different DNA characteristics. DNA emitted by
exons must have certain codon bias, some length distributions and an Open Reading Frames [ORF]. Further
DNA emitted by intron states has some distinct characteristics. The HMM model described in Figure 2 shows
the gene structure for DNA sequence. Recently a new model which uses 3-D skeleton features obtained from an
RGB-D, known as human activity detection model by Piyathilaka and Kodagoda (2013) is implemented using
Gaussian Mixture Modal (GMM) based on HMM. Precise and multimodal design given by Hidden Markov
Models [HMM‘s] which uses belief propagations is also proposed by Wong et al. (2013).
(b) Dynamic Programming (DP)
Dynamic programming technique is the most powerful method to solve a specific class of problems. Very
simple and elegant formulation is required to solve the coding part. The concept is very easy, solve the problem
on given input and then store the result for future use, so that same problem cannot be solved again and again.
In short we say 'Remember your Past. The basic principle behind DP is to break the given problem into smaller
problems (i.e. sub problems) and then after this the smaller problems are further divided in still smaller ones as
shown in Figure 3. And after this break down if some over-lapping sub problems exist, then its surely a hint of
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DP. If these sub problems are solved optimally then it will give optimal solution to the main problem (referred
to as the Optimal Substructure Property).

Figure 3 Steps involved in dynamic programming for problem solving in splice site prediction used in gene
identification.

To find the coding region and an optimal path among a list of weighted steps, the dynamic programming
algorithm is used. To calculate the performance of given test sequences in all intervals and subintervals, a
dynamic programming technique known as GeneParser (Snyder and Stormo , 1995) is used which require signal
strength and coding measures to perform this task. Suitable combinations of exons and introns are predicted by
DP. Gelfand and Roytberg (1993) reviewed the role of ‗vector dynamic programming‘ for gene prediction
which is implemented in CASSANDRA (Gelfand et al., 1996a). Claverie (1997) reviewed the concept dynamic
programming for gene finding. To find protein-coding regions i.e. splice site in the DNA sequence GREAT
(Gelfand et al., 1996b) program is used. The GenView system (Milanesi et al., 1993) is used to predict splicable
Open Reading Frames [ORF] ranked by the strength. GRAIL (Xu et al., 1994c ), GRAIL II (Xu et al., 1994a),
GeneParser (Snyder and Stromo, 1995), FGENESH (Salamov and Solovyev, 2000), GAP III (Xu et al., 1994b)
and recent versions of GeneId (Guigo et al., 1992) also use dynamic programming approach.
(c) Decision trees (DT)
A decision tree is a statistical probability model of decisions. It has decision rules in which one choice leads to
next choice hence forming branches which are mutually exclusive. To reach a goal and achieve the target, a
well established strategy is followed by decision trees. Prediction of splice sites and assignment of protein
function can also be done through decision trees. To classify data items, a decision tree sets a list of queries
about the features associated with the items. The node contains queries and each possible answer is stored at
child nodes. Hence the hierarchy of the questions is encoded as a tree. In the easiest way, yes-or-no queries are
asked, and each internal node contains either ―yes‘ or ‗no‘ child. The computational gene finders determine the
exact structure of exon-intron in eukaryotic genes. Methods based alignment use similarity sequence whereas
Ab-initio gene finders use inherent information. JIGSAW system (Allen et al., 2006) based on decision trees is
an integrated method to trace genes and splice sites in the human genome. Decision trees are useful to predict a
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strategy which will surely obtain an objective and it is especially used in decision analysis (Breiman et al.,
1984). Decision trees segregate coding and non-coding DNA sequences which range from 54 to 162 bp (base
pair) in length (Salzberg, 1995). An advantage of decision trees over other techniques is that they perform more
functions of feature selection automatically. Decision tree algorithms and routines for splice site prediction are
used by MORGAN system which is a tool to identify genes in the DNA sequences. Decision tree are successful
methods used for Machine learning approaches (Che et al., 2011). Decision trees are used in one-button data
mining approach (Salzberg et al., 1998) where no parameter tuning is needed.
SOFT / COMPUTATIONAL COMPUTING TECHNIQUES
(a) Artificial Neural Network (Ann)
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are widely used in real world applications due to its learning and
generalization capabilities. It provides good results mainly where rule based systems could not be used or are
much harder to develop. A vehicle control system (Souza et al., 2012) which is able to learn independently was
presented. In Pessin et al. (2011) the use of ANN in mobile nodes localization using Wireless Networks was
evaluated. Artificial Neural Networks are collection of neurons (units) linked by synapses (weighted links). The
input units or hidden units receive signals from the environment and they do not have any contact with the
external environment (Nolfi and Floreano, 2000) while the output units transfer signals to the environment.
There are two partitions of ANN i.e. architecture and neurodynamics. The architecture includes the number of
neurons and interconnection among them while the functional properties of the network are explained using
Neurodynamics (Kartalopoulos, 1995). One of the main advantages of ANNs is that they are capable of learning
and generalizing. In 1991, neural network was used for the first time in GRAIL (Gene Recognition And
Analysis Internet Link) for gene identification. After that in 1996, an advance version of GRAIL came into
existence which utilizes a multi agent neural network for tracing coding regions (Ying et al., 1996a). To
enhance the prediction results this system uses error detection and correction algorithms.
(b) Genetic Algorithms (Ga)
GA is an evolutionary algorithm which searches for the optimal solution. It is known as a search and
optimization technique. The main element in GA is a chromosome. A chromosome represents the best possible
candidate solution. An encoding mechanism is used to prepare a chromosome. The collection of candidate
solutions refers to the population which is chosen randomly at an initial stage. Then in GA, is uses fitness
function to calculate the individual fitness that is to be considered in the population. The GA uses operators
like: initialization, evaluations, selection, crossover, mutation, and termination which determine which
individuals survive to the next generation.GA provides flexibility, modularity, easiness, efficiency, and
robustness. The fundamental GA can be described (Gunnels et al., 1994; Mitchell, 1995) in a very simple way
as follows in Figure 4.
Figure 4
Flowchart of various operators used in chromosome of DNA sequence using Genetic algorithm
process for splice site prediction.
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The process of natural Evolution (Chakraborty, 2010; Mitchell, 1998) is based on heuristic search algorithms
called Genetic algorithms [GA‘s]. Genetic algorithm is used find an optimal solution to a problem as in
operation research. For the first time genetic algorithm are used for gene prediction in 2011. Genetic algorithms
are also used to predict an introns or exons (Perez-Rodriguez and Garcia-Pedrajas, 2011). To limit the search
space, weight matrix method (WMM) is used. Positional weight matrix [PWM] and in-frame frequencies are
used to calculate the fitness function. As the dataset is not balanced so accuracy cannot be used as the
appropriate parameter to compute the performance of the desired system. Genetic algorithms are also used for
optimizing the neural networks. A comparison of GA with Simulated Annealing (SA) is done by Gunnels et
al. (1994) and states that the GA based method are good solutions for creating superior local maps which can
further construct good global maps. Drosophila melanogaster (Victor and Alexey, 2003) uses a new approach
to identify promoter regions. Dinucleotide frequencies are used to search an optimal division of a promoter
region. Genetic algorithms are better when they are applied in very limited fashion.
(c) Support Vector Machine (Svm)
SVM‘s are considered as non-parametric classifiers which are used for structural risk minimization and
statistical learning theory. Binary classification is done through SVM(s). Support Vector Machines are type of
sets which uses supervised learning algorithms or in other words we can say that SVM‘s are learning methods.
SVM(s) are used for classification of data as well as calculating the regression rate of data. The basic motive of
SVM is to linearly separate hyperplane, which will further maximize the distance between the two classes, and
it will act as a classifier as shown in Figure 5. If there exists some problem which cannot be solved by
separating the hyperplane linearly then SVM provides two solutions for it. The first one is to introduce soft
margin hyperplane which will add penalty function if there is any violation of constraints not leading to
optimized results. Second one is to perform non-linear transformations on the original input data. This will lead
to generate higher order dimension feature set from given input data set.

Figure 5 Basic SVM showing maximum margins from an optimal hyper plane to partition the datasets for
classification .
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Support vector machines are categories as linear and nonlinear SVM(s). Nonlinear SVM(s) are designed in such
a way that they create a plane in a space and then maps it to the higher dimensional input space. The solution of
quadratic programming problem is involved in SVM. The support vector machines [SVM] uses classification
method for analyzing the quality of DNA data and then trace an optimal hyperplane which separates two
different classes. In 1995, for the first time SVM was developed by Cortes and Vapnik, (1995). SVM is used in
large number application fields like telecommunication, finance, etc. (Bhardwaj et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2000;
Elish and Elish, 2007; Guyon et al., 2002; Ravi et al., 2008). Deterministic approach, strong mathematical
ground, and easy of use are the important for the success of SVM (Hearst, 1998). Markov model can be
combined with SVM (Maji and Garg et al., 2014) to get good success rates.

CONCLUSION
Detecting splice site is a tough job due to the presence of consenses di-nucleotide at the sites other than true
splice sites. If splice prediction is accurate only then it is assumed that ab-intio gene prediction methods are
accurate. The need of hour is to design a method that will accurately detect splice and reduces false positive
rates. In this review we discussed conventional and computational methods. Each method has its corresponding
advantages and disadvantages. The computational methods are more promising as they provide robustness and
they can handle noisy and uncertain data easily. But soft computing techniques are complimentary and not
competitive. So the best approach is to combine or hybridize methods to enhance the accuracy of outcome.
Like neural network if combined with HMM will give better results for example HMMGene by (Krogh, 1997).
The second challenge in splice site prediction is that the training sets used by various splice site prediction
method consists of equal number of coding and non coding nucleotide but in DNA sequence intergenic/ non
coding regions constitute of 95% of total DNA Sequence and only 2% portion is a coding part. This scenario of
equal proportion may lead to biased system. Sensitivity will increase for coding data and classification of non
coding data will decrease. This may lead to increase false positive count. So careful selection of training sets is
required to achieve higher accuracy rates. There are various splicing tools are available as shown in Table 2.
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